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EN 21. paper pubhshed 111 the (”/Ez'loyopz’iz'ml ﬂﬂzgzzzzz'e
{01' August 1899, 1 gave an account of some. expe11
ments on the photographyofa"‘u11dwa'v'es. and 111e11'
application in the teaching of' optical phenomena.81n€e
writing this paper 1 have extended the W011: 50113631111133:
and at' meeting of the. Royal Society 021 Eebruary 15
1900 gave 3.11 ace‘101111. (11' this wbrk, 21nd demonstrated
certain features 01' wave motion with t1: e Cine :natogrziph.
121 the present artide I propose to give'9 somewhat

more extended amount of the work paying especia‘.
attention to the ahakpgie: between th,e'-so1mdwaves and
waves of Eight.
111 teaching the sub} ect Of optiics we are 0b1gec‘1 to
'esort t0 diagrams when dealing with me wave410m, and
in spite Of 2111 that we 1:311 (10,8113 student'1:3 apt '0 101111

the 0131111 On that the rays are the "ctua1 entttes, and that

wave fronts are after 3‘11 mereiy conception
The set0of photographs 11.11asttating; t'n
rtic'ie will, 1
thmk,ea F110 511151.11 use to teache.13 1h ridding the minds;
of students 01 the obnoxious tays, and 11:1p1'essing the
fact that 311 of the common phenomena of reﬂection,
refraction and diffractitm are due 511119151 to Changes
wrought 0:) the wave 'rem.
Sound waves 111 air were ﬁrst obsct‘ ed and studied by
Teenier, by means of an excee.Angi‘r 5611151111113 optical
c0ntri‘1z1nce for tensJet'ing V13 11316 minute 1'. han'vei;
111 the epiica’l dens: ty of substmcee. A very
11111 description 051113 device 1.11111 ‘0e found 211
Toepler’s amide (1'1".1'1'd. 1471211319312, cxxxij). while
3 1311481 account 0111 11111 be given presentiy.
The waves in question are 1111‘. single puises
01' 1:0nden5ed 311' given out 1‘». electric spark .
A train 1.111131
wauk' <remp‘11c31e matters too
much, and for 1ilust1'zsting the optical phenomena
w1’11chlwe are 10 take 111;- wou‘zd be useless.
T110 51121:.) of the spark gwcs 115 just what we require,
namely. 21. single 11.'a\'ev-1'1'ont,111 wh1c11 the condensation

is considera'I!‘
'

V1112171 seen subjecti'xeiy, as was the case 11‘. Toepier’s
experiment5. the 1.1131'en-mnts, if at 1111 compiicated, as
they often are, cannot be studied to advanta'se 2131115311
areiliununated1013111 instant (1111;521:111 appear 121 1'2: pid
succession in 111116.1th parts of the ﬁeh‘. By the aid 01'
phetegraphy a permanent record 111’ the forms, can be
(113121111611 and studied at leisure. The ﬁrst series of
photographs, published :11 the [’12:'¢'051¢/'zz'm[ .Magazz’ne,
were made with an apparatus 5111111211 10 the (me 111 he
presentiy described ; while 1110'th those il‘ustratlng this
amide were made 011 a mugh 1a1ge1' 36.1113 by empRoymg
a large silvered mirror in j‘iace 01' the 19.115, an 111113101113ment "-111: to Prof. \12:c‘11,ot' 1" rague, 1111-3 1115 g11cn much

attentien to the subject.
As 111$ 21 1113119101 no trouble at ail to set up in a few
minutes, in any physicai 13130111101“, an apparatus {or
showﬁng the {111- “m'65 suheiectiy 1y, and 21.5 1111: method
does .110: seem to he 95 1111.1 known as it deserves to be, a
hriefdescxiption of the “ Schlieren” 3;),171131115, 3.1: 1081316111311ed 1: 1113.} 11:): be out I11. place.
7211‘ _/1,1>mzrzz!m
The genetal aar;111ge:nez1t 01' the “Schlierm‘ 33 apparat11s1s 1511011111111 Fig 1. .-’1 good-sized achromatic lens
01’ the ﬁnest quality 0111111119. 1311:, and 01‘ rather iang focus,
15 the most 1111;301:1111 part of the device.1 118.113 been
using the (1111ec:t~v12155 01' 3 $1118.11 telescope 11;;111'ed hy the

121m A1' 111 (12111.13. Its diameter 13 11w: 111611135, and the
.1133. Zeng‘th abaut six feet. I have no doubt but that 3
13111311131 1e11s could he used for viewing; the waves, but
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them.
_
The 16135; 1:3

esirahle for phetographing
80111: of a 5I11tab1e source 01'

"Eh" (11'- the presen'

t1'1c spwyk),w111ch should

. hat itsIimage 011 the other side 01'
the 19.11515 :11 21 1112112111.:e ofabtsut 11
ﬁfteen feet.
The'111'1age ofhe spark whtch we wial suppose to be
straight. herizontat, and we ry rzarrcw. 15 about twothirdééx covered With 21 1101121111121: diap11rag111m),a11d im~
mediateely behind this is paced the vtewmg-1231133501912.
0 . leoki11g 1:11:11 the.23 escope ve 3-313 the ﬁe1d oi the 1611:;
1111110111111)! 111u1111:13ted hy the i-ght that passes 111mer the
diaphregm, since every part 01 the image of the spark
receives 110111 from the WI}!>1e Zens. 11't11e diaphragm
be lowered the ﬁe1d 11'1‘11 darken 11.” it be raised the
illumination will he inereased. 11‘. geneta‘: it is best t0
have the
phragm so adjusted that the lens is quite
feehiy 11111tt1xr1ated, though this is not true 201' photographs work. I‘t L15 110w suppose that there is a
g1obu1ar mass 01' 9.11311 front of the 16315 of 5113;111:111 greater
(>"tIcal density?1113.11 the surrounding 311 (Jr). The rays 01'
11ght going thmu '11 theup}116:1.” pott1on of this denser mass
will be bent down. and will101m an imager‘.11the spark
below the diaphragm :11‘1c-wing more ﬁght t0 enter the
telescope from this particul 211' part of the 5.13111; consequently, on looking into the instrument, we $119.11 see the
upper portion of the globalair mass 01‘ air ‘01'1ghter than

the reset 11f the ﬁeld. The rays whmh trave1"1531the under
part of “ £1,“ however, wil‘1".<3 bent up 01': the contrary,

formmg an image of the spark higher up, and 1111101137
covered by the diaphragm: consequently this part 111‘ the

qu 1

ﬁeld 11/111 appear hEatk 11. 111111 ‘.1r3 readily understood
that with the 1mg 133th beuveen the lens and the image
a very slight change 111 the optical density 01‘ {my 110111011
of the medium in front of the tens will be sufﬁcient
to raise or depress the image above or below the edge
of the diaphragm, and W111 consequently make itself
manifest1.11 the te1escope
11163 1mpertance of ' 3111;; 3.113115 Of ﬁx'st—class quality 13
qu:-te appment since variations 111 the de ty of the glass
01 the lens wi1‘1 act 1:1 the same way as variations in the
density 0.1" the medium before it, and produce unequai

i11uminat1or1 01' the ﬁeld. It 15 11111103511116 t0 ﬁl)"ci' lens
which will gwe an absoiute even, 123131311: 11111111111211‘1011, but
a good achmmatic telescope objective is perfect enough
{01' every pulpcce. A more complete discussion of the
operatiun of the apparatus will be found 111 Teepler’s
Ot‘lgmal paper 111 the Anna/wz. The sound waves, 111116.11
are tegmns 01' comt‘iensatior: 311:3. consequent greater
Opticai dems1ty, 1.1131116: '11emselves apparent in the sameway as the globtﬂar mass 03' 2111 a.1e.'1dy referred to.
They must he illuminate; by a ﬁagh 01' exceedingly short.
duration, whic11 must eccur W111] e the wave is 111 the field
of view.
Toepler showed that this could be done by start'ng the
sound——wave with. 311‘9‘111c Sp?1.1{_, and 111111111r1at1ng it
with the ﬂush of a secend
ark 0:"surﬁng a moment
Iater while the wave was 51111111311161 ﬁe1d. A diagram 0f
the apparatus. used1:3 shown in
. 2. 111 (1'0
Of the
11311:: are two brass balls (41:, a). bet ween whi Ch theespark
01" 3:1 induction C011 passe 'mmediately 1311215311101the
LeVden-1211 c, which discharoes across the gap at e an
instant 1atet. The capamty ot' the jar is $0 reguiated
that the interval between the two sparks, 15211110111: (me
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ten-thousandth of a second. The ﬁeld ofthe lens is thus
illuminated by the ﬂash of the second spark before the
sound-wave started by the ﬁrst spark has gone beyond
the edge of the lens.
To secure the proper time-interval between the two
sparks it is necessary that the capacity of the jar be quite
small. A good-sized test tube half full of mercury standing in a jar of mercury is the easiest arrangement to ﬁt
up. This limits the length and brilliancy of the illuminating-spark, and with the device employed by Toepler
I was unable to get enough light to secure photographs
of the waves. After some experimenting I found that if
the spark of the jar was passed between two thin pieces
of magnesium ribbon pressed between two pieces of thick
plate-glass, a very marked improvement resulted. With
this form of illuminator I found that ﬁve or six times as
much light could be obtained as by the old method of
passing the spark between two brass balls.
The spark is ﬂattened out into a band, and is kept
always in the same plane, the light issuing in a thin
sheet from between the plates. By this arrangement we
secure a light source of considerable length, great in
tensity, and bounded by straight edges, the three essentials
for securing good results. The glass plates, with the
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In the ﬁrst series the pictures were so small that it was
necessary to enlarge them several diameters. Those of
the new series, owing to the use of an eight—inch mirror
in place of the ﬁve-inch lens, and an objective of larger
aperture and longer focus, required no enlarging.
Tkg Wave-Frolzt Pﬂa/ograpks.
In the study of optics we may treat the subject of
regular reﬂection in two ways, by rays and by wave-

fronts. When spherical waves of light are reﬂected from
a plane surface, we know that the reﬂected waves are
also spherical in form, the centre of curvature being a

point just as far beneath the reﬂecting surface as the
sort of a holder and directed so that the thin sheet of source of light is above it. In the ﬁrst of the series of
light strikes the lens: this can be accomplished by ‘3 photographs we have the reﬂection of a spherical wave
darkening the room, fastening a sheet of paper in front of sound by a ﬂat plate of glass, the wave appearing as a
of the lens, and then adjusting the plates so that the ‘ circle of light and shade surrounding the image of the
balls. between which the spark passed
(Fig. 3). The reﬂected wave or echo
from the plate is seen to be spherical,
with a curvature similar to the incident

ribbon terminals between them, must be clamped in some

wave.

When we have a source of light in
the focus of a parabolic mirror, the rays
leave the mirror’s surface parallel to one
another, and move out in an intense
narrow beam. Treating this case from
the \vave-front point of view, we ascertain by the usual geometrical construction that the spherical wave is changed
by reﬂection into a plane or ﬂat wave
which moves out of the mirror without
IL 1 0mm: 70,?
further divergence.
In the picture
FIG. 2.
(Fig. 4), only a portion of the parabolic
reﬂector is shown near the bottom.
paper is illuminated as much as possible. The image The sound-wave starts in the focus, and the reﬂected
formed by the lens will be found to have very sharp 1 portion appears quite ﬂat.1
What happens now if we use a spherical mirror in the
straight edges,‘ on one of which the edge of the
diaphragm can be set in such a manner as to allow same way?
Owing to the spherical aberration the reﬂected rays
but very little light to pass when the intervening medium
is homogeneous ; a very slight change, however, in any are not strictly parallel. or the reﬂected wave is not a true
portion may be sufﬁcient to cause the entire amount of plane. Let us start a sound—wave in the focus of such a
light passing through that portion to pass below the
diaphragm and enter the telescope.
. .
The photographs were made by substituting a photographic objective for the telescope, in the focal plane of
which a vertical board was mounted to support the plate.
The room was darkened, a plate held in position, and a
single spark made to pass between the knobs by pulling
a string connected with the hammer 0f the induction
coil. The plate was then moved a triﬂe and a second
impression secured in the same way. This 0bv1ated
several of the difﬁculties experienced in the earlier work.
The images never overlapped, and the hot air from the
Fm.
spark did not appear in the pictures. About thirty-ﬁve»
images were obtained on each plate in less than a
minute, from which it was usually possible to pick a mirror, and follow the reﬂected portion out of the mirror
series showing the wave in all stages of its development, (Fig. 5). We notice that near the axis of the mirror
owing to the variations in the time-interval between the the effect is much the same as in the case of the parabola, that is, the reflected front is plane. Thus we are
two sparks.
1 If more than one image appears it means thatlthe plane of the glass
plates of the illuminator does not lie parallel‘to the optical axis o€ the
system. It is of prime importance to secure a Single Image.

No.1606,v0L.62]

1 Inthi's series and some others left anq tight‘ have been inadvertently
interchanged by the engraver. The series should be followed by the
numbers.
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accustomed to say that if we conﬁne ourselves to a small
area around the axis, a mirror of spherlcal form acts

[AUGUST 9, 1900

mirror, those reﬂected from points of the mirror near
its axis converge approximately to a point situated halfway between the surface of the mirror and its centre of
curvature. The wave—front in the case of parallel rays
is, of course, plane, and is changed by reﬂection into a
converging shell of approximately spherical curvature.
If we investigate the case more carefully, we ﬁnd, however, that the reﬂected rays do not come accurately to
a focus, but envelope at surface known as the caustic—
in this case an epicycloid. The connection between the
wave-front and the caustic is perhaps not at once
apparent. Let us examine the changes wrought on a
sound—wave entering a concave hemispherical mirror

(Fig
7).
If we

almost as well as a parabola. If on the contrary we
consider the reﬂection from the entire hemisphere, we see
that the reﬂected wave curls up at the edges,
having a form not unlike a ﬁat—bottomed saucer.
The ﬂat bottom moves straight up, travelling
everywhere normal to its surface ; but the curled
up edges converge inwards, coming to a focus in
the form of a ring around the ﬂat bottom. This
ring, of course, does not show in the photograph,
which is a sectional view, but it will be seen that
in one of the views (No. 4) the curved edge has
disappeared entirely.
In reality it is passing
through a ring focus, and presently it will appear
again on the other side of the focus, curved the
other way, of course, and trailing along after the
ﬂat bottom. This curious evolution of the wave
can be shown by geometrical construction, and I
shall show later how its development can be
shown with the cinematograph.
When the spherical waves start in one focus
of an elliptical mirror, they are transformed by
reﬂection into converging spheres, which shrink
to a point at the other focus, the surface being
aplanatic for rays issuing from a point. An elliptical mirror was made by bending a strip (Fig. 6)
of metal into the required form, and a soundwave
started at one of the foci. The transformation of
the diverging intoaconverging sphere,and the shrinkage of
the latter to a point at the other focus, is well shown (Fig.6).

FIG. 6.

'We will consider next another case of spherical aberratlon.
When parallel rays of light enter a concave
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follow the wave durlng its entrance into the
mirror, we see that the reﬂected portion trails along
behind, being united to the unreﬂected part at the
mirror’s surface.
After the reﬂection is complete, we
ﬁnd the reﬂected wave of a form not unlike a volcanic
cone with a large bowl-shaped crater (No. 4).
This
bowl-shaped portion we may regard as a convetging
shell, which shrinks to point at the focus of the mirror.
As it shrinks, the steep sides of the cone run in under
the bowl, crossing at about the moment when the converging portion is passing through the focus (No. 6).
The rim of the crater forms a cusp on the wave-front,
and if we follow this cusp we shall see that it traces the

FIG. 7.

caustic surface. Hence we may deﬁne the caustic as
the surface traced by the cusp of the wave-front.
The portion of the wave which comes to a focus at
once begins to diverge again, uniting with the sides of
the crater, the whole moving out of the mirror in a form
somewhat resembling a mushroom or the bell of a
Medusa jelly ﬁsh. The turned-under edges of the hell
are cusped, and these cusps trace the caustic enveloped
by the twice-reﬂected rays. These forms can also be
constructed geometrically.
A much more complicated case is now shown (Fig. 8).
Here the wave starts within a complete sphere, or rather
cylinder. (Cylindrical surfaces have been used in all
these cases for obvious reasons, the sectional views
shown in the photographs being the same for both forms
of surface.) Starting in the principal focus of the closed
mirror, the wave is bounced back and forth, becoming
more complicated after each reﬂection, yet always symmetrical about the axis. Only a few of the many forms
are shown, and, with the exception of the ﬁrst three or
four, are not arranged in order ; for at the time that the
series was arranged on the slide this case had not been
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worked out geometrically, and it was quite impossible
to determine the evolution of the diﬁ'erent forms. More
recently this case has been constructed for ﬁve reﬂections, and all of the forms shown in the photographs
found.
We will take up next some cases of refraction, the ﬁrst

345

covering the tank and exhibiting the most beautiful

interference-colours.

The tank was ﬁlled with carbonic

acid and placed under the origin of the sound-wave.
On striking the collodion ﬁlm, the wave is partly reﬂected
and partly transmitted, and it will be seen that the reﬂected component in air has moved farther than the
transmitted component in the carbonic acid.
The spherical wave-front is transformed into an
hyperboloid on entering the denser medium.
This is well shown in No. 3 of the series. In
No. 4 the wave is seen in air, having been reﬂected up from the bottom of the tank.

In Fig. 10 we have the refraction of the wave

in the same tank under oblique incidence.

The

bending of the wave within the tank is very
marked. The wave-fronts reﬂected from the
side which follows the unreﬂected portion
is also interesting in connection with Lloyd’s
FIG. 8.
single mirror interference experiment (No. 2 of
series).
.
After several failures I succeeded in constructing a
being that of a spherical wave at a ﬂat surface of a'
denser medium. In Fig. 9 we have a rectangular tank prism with its two refracting faces of this exceedingly
with sides made of plane-parallel glass, and covered with
a collodion ﬁlm of soap-bubble thickness made by the
method described by Toepler. Ordinary collodion is
diluted with about ten parts of ether, poured on a small
piece of plate-glass and immediately drained off. As
soon as it is quite dry, a rectangle is cut with a sharp
knife on the ﬁlm. Toepler’s method of removing the
ﬁlm was to place a drop of water on one of the cuts, and
allow it to run in by capillarity; but I have had better
success by proceeding in the following mannerz—One
end of the plate is lowered into a shallow dish of water,
and the plate inclined until the water comes up to one

of the cuts. 'By looking at the reﬂexion of a window

in the water, it is possible to see whether the ﬁlm commences to detach itself from the glass.

If all goes well,

it will ﬂoat off on the surface of the water along the line
of the knife-cut, and it should be slowly lowered (one

FIG. 1:.

thin collodion, which, when ﬁlled with carbonic acid,
showed the bending of the wave-front, exactly as we
ﬁgure it in diagrams for light. It was necessary to have
the collodion thinner than before, since if we are to
photograph the wave after twice traversing the ﬁlm, we
must lose as little energy as possible by reﬂexion.

end resting on the bottom of the dish) unti the rectangular piece detaches itself and ﬂoats freely on the
surface. The edges of the tank are well greased, and
then lowered carefully upon the ﬁlm, to which they will
adhere. The whole must then be lifted from the water
in an oblique direction, when the ﬁlm will be found

N0. 1606, VOL. 62]

Fig. 11 shows the refraction in a carbonic acid prism, the
bending being particularly noticeable in No. 4, on which
I have, with a pair of dividers, traced out the posmon
which the wave-front would have occupied had it not

traversed the prism.
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The bending of the wave-front in the opposite direction
is shown in Fig. 12, where the same prism is ﬁlled with
hydrogen gas, in which sound travels faster than in air.
In the next ﬁgure we have a very interesting case,
though, owing to the experimental difﬁculties, the photographs are not quite as satisfactory as some of the others.
It represents the transformation of a spherical into a
plane wave by passage through a double convex lens.

[AUGUST 9, 1900

proceeding a short distance this secondary wave encounters a second slit, and the same thing happens as
before, the little slice that gets through spreading out
into a complete wave, while the intercepted portion
bounces back and forth between the plates.

FIG. 13.

The construction of the cylindrical lens of exceedingly
thin collodion was a matter of great difﬁculty. The ﬂat,
circular ends were made of thin mica as free from strim
as possible, that the passage of the wave through the
lens could be followed. On these discs the collodion
ﬁlm was wound, the whole forming a hollow drum, which

Fig. 15 shows the very limited extent to which sound
shadows are formed. The wave is intercepted by a small
glass plate. Just below the plate in No. 3 of the series
a gap in the wave is found, which constitutes a shadow.

FIG. 14.

FIG. 17.

was then ﬁlled with carbonic acid. The sound-wave,
started at the principal focus of this lens, is seen to be
quite ﬂat after its emergence (Fig. 13).
We will next take up some cases of diffraction, beginning with the well-known principle of Huygens, that any
small portion of a wave-front can be considered as the

But presently, by diffraction, the wave curls in, closing up
the gap and obliterating the shadow entirely. In the
last one of the series it is interesting to note how the
diffracted waves have their centres at the edges of the

FIG. 15.

centre of a secondary disturbance, and that a small
portion of this secondary disturbance can act as a new
centre 111 its turn.
In Fig. 1.; we have the wave starting above a plate
with a narrow slit in it. This slit is seen to be the centre
of a secondary hemicylindrical Wave which moves down

precisely as if the spark were located at the slit.

NO. 1606, VOL. 62]

After

Fit). 18.

obstacle, the edges acting as secondary sources, as in
‘
.
the case of the diffraction of light.
The passage of a wave through a diffractior} grating is
shown in Fig. 16. The grating is made of strips of glass
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11110 a DEW 11:11'6-3'1'011'1 15 31321111131133y 531 11.11

311 N0. 3

the reﬂected waereLs 3.:1'1'c c11111'er("c<3 m the centre; 3111:
as each one 15 :1 1.1.1111p!r:1e 311:1111C13311de1'11'c see them

13(31'11111115331'0111 131 : 1:811:11). T3115 form
can be 0111151111911'1'3 313' describing
semicirdes around points 011 :1 circk:
of such radius 131:1: they 2133 pass
through 3.311: (111.3135 cermc. These
semicirdes
repmscm
secondary
wavelets §131'11ng
sinuﬂmneousiy
{mm the various gaming; i23c111c1115.
311 131-: 3-151 1311121: 111:1111'65 (11’ 1311:
511316. 117116 passes (3mm, strikes.
3316 133331, 31113 is reﬂected 1111 21311111,
:1nd11 15 11118165111115 1.11 sec 311111; 1311*
111813111111 is broken 1111 11110 111853165
by 131a crowing and 38631.
1311: second“): waves.
Fig. 17 5310115 1316 {mm of 1311:
Sai'undary 11'ax'e3cts formed by the
reﬂection 1’11": wave: from a cmrugaicd
surface, and is interesting in c011:
1121711011 1.13131 11833130111011 grmings.
The 10111121131'111 03 :1 1111153533 131026
by 1311: rcﬂecti-zm of 21 213111131: 31111351:
31011111' ﬂight 03 steps 15; 5311111111 1331010graphed 111 3'1g.18 3311511319110333813033 is often noticed 1111 21 $1333
night when wa33cing 011 :1 5310138 13mm
men: a3011gsi<3 '1 picket fence 1318
30111113 ofezzc31111015151133311111 163381.:ed
{1011.1 1316 padmgs as 311161113311: sq 1:131,
which Young has pointed 0111 '10 be anabguus 111 the
power 01" a. diffracuon grating 1111 150115111151 light Of a
deﬁniie 111131163611511131.
31 (121211111213 to me, 11'31'13e making $01336 geometric 3

>10. 11306, 1101,. 611;

3:17

nstruciiuns 10 :1'1c3
301111031311: com~
1:331;C?.Lcd form; 11313
:5 (131:11'51132'11'ca'11n'
11111: 331.12, :1 very vnid idea 111" 31-11111 13111::e c1111311s wzuefronts are darned 01143310111 :mo11.311131r
C1111313 3113 033331328d 131-. amnplete genes
c01131‘1 be 1111111113313 (>11 1311'. 63111 of 11
{'6’
(réne'matogmp‘n. and projected 311
nmtmn 011 21 screen.
Having 3191211 11112133:: to 50':011-3.103
1316 11111r:-311'191"v:13 between the two
sparks 131111111 progressive series 1:01.131":
be 1113:1511. 3 adopted 1316: 53111133131
11112131013 of making a large: 1111111336?
113' gennwtrécal COHEEYUCUOIES and
131cc photographing them (111 21. cine—
111111113117111131 ﬁ311'1
.313 :1. 1.111)] Luge 11111113361 (13 drawings {100 01' so) must be made 131313165113: is '10 31-3 at :133 satisfac311ry,a
111111311113 is desirabk: 131.11: 141133 reduce
11313 3113301111110 3 minimum. 3 may be:
1181311333813 10 give, as rm mantra,
13113 111131311113. 1.31113' devisad for 33111313~
111g the same i33u:1’;11111</ 1311': 11:136.":11111 <13"11 3:33:11: wma in a spherica?
11111101 33112 COnstmction 1:; sshawn
211 F533 3’?
11111313 13111. 11111101. \OC the 3133116
11:11:12.;‘11'011111'3 11011113 1.111 ABC as
centres; (395013.112 cmﬁes tangent '10
1311;

waves.

3315116: cirdes

11.133

3113

enveloped by .2111111311'121 surfaca 1111.112,
1193011: 131a 11111101 11311: orthogona?
5111311613). 33 we erect 111111111133 on
13115 surface we have the reﬂected
rays, and 11 we measure off 8111183
: ances 011 the normals, 11a 31.1w:
the reﬂected 111'91116-31'11111.
31y dwiawmg the 011310gana3

surface we avoid 1311: 1:(1111.p31c:11.011 01' 3311111111 11:) measure
off the (3351121111125 21101111113 :1 comer.
3111: Orthogonal

F10. :20:

surface is an epicycloid formed. by 1316 111333115; of :1 C3TC3E‘
01" as diameter equai 10 the radius of curvature of the:
mirror 011 1311': 11111013 5111121121:Y and 111111111135 131111 33:erected b' drawing 1315: are 3-1"; (1311“. 11211310313113 centre 03'
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the generating circle), and describing circies of diameter
BE around 1711110115 11011115011 11. A line joining the point
of intersection of one of these circles with the ep1cy30111
31161 the point 0f tahgency with the mirror, will_ when pro~
dUCSd, give :1 reﬂected ray,= for example, 5111 produced
for circle described around H 'lhe c01151111c11o11 once

[AUGUST 9, 1900

cztted by darted lines), and measure around a corner each
time.
About 21 hundred pictures are prepared 1'01 each series,
31111 the pictures then photographed separately on the
111111, which, when 11111 through the animatograph, give :1
very vivid representation 0f the motion of the wavefront,
Three ﬁlms: have been prepared thus
farm—reﬁection of a wave: entering a
concave hemispherical mirmr (Fig. 20) ;
reﬂection of 21 spherical wave starting
111 the 311111519111, focus of a concave
hemispherical mirror (F101 :11) ; and the
reﬁectien of a simiiar wave within a
sample]? spherical 11111101- (Fign 22). A
number Of these censtmctions, taken at

intervals along the ﬁlm, are repreduced and rompari and Of them with
the actual phatographs shows the close
agreement between the calculated forms
and those actual}-y obtained
1 have already mentioned the fact
that the cusps 011 the wavefront<zt1ace
Fm. 21
out 1111: caustm surtacesTh1s 1s
bea11t11'uhy shown in figs 23 and 24,
prepared, the series of wave-£10111 matures c311 he very 1111 where the success1176 1101115 are seen supemosed The
quickly made Three 01" 10111 sheets 01 papa are 191111 ,1 fmmer is for the reﬂection (1f a plane wave 111 a sphencal
11111131“ me constructmn, and holes are punched through 11111101 the latter for the reﬂect11m 01 a. sphencal wave
the 1111:“: by means of a pin. at equal dist:meets along each $1.111;--11g at the 105115 of :1 5111111111 11111101. The caught:
my (measured fmm the orthogonal surface)
1 curve is shown by a dotted hm: 111 Fig. 23, 21111115 seen to be
The centre (11' the 111111111 and the paint where 1115 21115 traced by the cusps cm the wave~fmnts. The (:tmstructien
shows that there 1511' cancentratian 01‘
energy at the C115}:, tonsequmﬂy
t
l/xr;\\
\\\ /::
we may deﬁne the cusp as a movmg
§~\\.\ Il/E:2d\1
‘. (6
M W}

C/

12% /;l?\

/(I

/\./\11/ \J) \Ji \J L/i

C) (i:k
V/©\‘1[O

C1

”“\

E?)\;_/::~1119
///;:

//:\\\‘1 11;,

\{

"’

Ii

H[ /

K73 \}

W\1/ \WJ/
W]

E/k

cmmzz.

meets the surface are 21150 indicated in the same manner”
The sheets are now separated, and curresptmding p111hoies are united 011 each sheet by a broad black Kine,

which represents the wave—410111;.

Aftere time it hemmes

necessarv to consider double reﬂections, and 10 do this
we are mmpehed to construct tw1cereﬂected rays (1111111

11e.e1605, v01... 62]

FIG. :4.

\A/

focus, and the caustic as the am
face traced by 11. Though X hesitate
in claiming that this relation, at once
so apparent, is at 9.11 novel, I may say that, so far 215 E
have been able 111 ﬁnd, 11 is not brought out 111 any of
the text-books. caustic surfaces being invariably treated
by ray rather man 13‘? 221mm}from 1111111110115
The ememawgraph genes 111ustrat111g reﬂection 11151119:
:1 complete 591113112 was the most d1fﬁe11lt te prepam, as
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wveml reﬂecténns had tc- be censidered. It has been
compieted for three reﬂectichs, and Mr. Max Massah, 0f
Madisan, t0 whom I am greatly indebted. for Ems: panent
wark in assisting me, is going on with the seems. As
will be seen, the wave has aheady become qmte coma
phcated, and it wilt be interesting m see what further
changes result after three or four more reflections” ‘ I am
aise under ohiigaciens to Frof. A B. Porten of Chicago,
who prepared the set ofdrawings illustrating the pztasgtge
Qfa wave out {mm the principal focus of a hemtsphencal
mirror.
R. W. WOOD.
A70 TIES.
MANY friends and admixers of the Rate Sir Wihiam ﬂower
wil‘: be gﬁad to know that a committee has been fanned, with
Lord Avebury as chairman, to secure the erection of a memorial
ta him” It is; pmpcﬁed that the memotial shall censist of a best
and a erjmmemmatwe brass tablet to be pieced in the W'haie
Room of the Nattxml ﬁismry Museum-0uc 0f the departments
in which he was mast, interested, and to which he tievoted special
care and attenti-nn. There shoulti he a ready response (.3 the
invitation fer subscriptions to carry out this scheme, fur Sir

Wihiam Fﬁower's services to science are appreciated by every
cone interested in the extension of rtaiuraﬁ knowledge. The

Tamra! History Muewm ought not, indeed, to he without a
memorial of the man. who {ask such an active part in its
development, Subscriptions» (which must not exceed two
guineas} shouid he paid to En P. L. Seiater, treasurer ef
the Flower Memetial Fund, 3, Hanover Square, W"

IN the House of Commons on Tuesday, Mr, Gescherz gave
some particelex's “(Rh regard to the Cerzzmittee t0 inquire imo

{he boi‘ieys of her Majesty’s shipso The Committee WES} mmist
of seven members, and the president wii! he VicenAdmiral Sir

Compton Esmvi‘ie. The Other members of the Committee
already chosen are Mr, List, mperihtending engineer of the
Castle Company: Mr. Bain, superintending engineer of the
Cunard Line; Mr. Milton, chief engineer surveyor of Lloyd’s

Registry 0f Shigzping; Prof. Kennedy, formerly professor 0f
engineering at University College; and, sixthly, an engineer 9:"
the Roya! Navy hohling the rank 01' an inspector ot‘ machinery.

The seventh member 02' the Committee has net yet been selected.

The instructiom to the Committee are :»--»To ascertain practi»

caliy anti experimentaﬁy the relative advantages and dis-
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Mr. Goscheh added that it is particularly desired that any
conclusions the Commixee may arrive at sheutd be stzppotted
by expezimemal proof as far as possi‘zle, and that they shotﬂd

propose any further experiments which may be considered
necessary for this purpose.

‘WE learn from the Elzttric‘imz that. a prize of Iona francs (40M

i5 being; offered by the A§socia 0n deg Industriels de France.
mmre les Accidents du Travail, 3, Rue de Lutece, Paris‘ fur

the most eiﬁcacieus insulating gloves for electrical workmen.
They shouid he strang enough to resist net 0th the. electric

pressure, but also accidental perforations by copper wires, See,
and must, in addition, be easy to wear by hands at" any size and

allow the workmm’s ﬁngers sufﬁcient freedc-m to- execute their
work The comguetition is internatimaal, and Cotxapetimrs must
send two pairs of gloves, accompanied by an expianatory note, to
the president of the Asmciation before December 3!, 1900.

The Assuciation reservee to itseif the right to pubiish descriptions
cf samples submitted to it, and inventors should therefore take
the precaution of pz'atecting their invehiicns previously.
A GLANCE through the arjaresses delivered at the meeting 0f

the British Medical Asseciatioh held at Ep'swieh last week, and
published in the Br-z'tzk}: M'caizai jaurnal, shows that Heading
members of the medical profession recognise the close relationship
between medicine and other sciences. The president, Dr“
W. A. Ellismn, in an address in which he traced Lhe developments 0f the science of Britigh medicine and {he evolution of
the. modem physician, remarked : “ i am not unmindfel of the

ttp~Le-date requirements of general culture«-~-0f2m accurate know
Eedge of ahammy; chemistry, physicisgyS bioiogy, haeteziolc-gy,

pathology3 physics¢ eptics, mechanies, eiecirieitty and phom»
graphy, which are all essential {a the welLeducated physician ;
they are daily eailed into requisition in order to diagnose and

to direct the eye and hand in the treatment, at” disease.” Similar
acknowledgment of the dependence: of medicine upon other
sciences was Etude by Dr. Pye-Smith in his adchess abridged
in another part of the present mtmher. Mr. Freéerim Treves,
however, in. his address on {he progress of surgery during the
East hundred years, ended his remarks with a sketch of the.
surgeon’s place in the future, and expressed the hope that
surgery might remain a handicraft, and that before all things

the surgeen wouid strive to render his own hamﬁs self—stxfﬁehag,
and not trugt too much ta diagnoses made for him in the

advantageg of the Beileviiie boiﬁer fer naval purpeses as com.

laboratory.
Shmt addresses were delivered by some 0f the
pxerﬁriems of the thirteen sectiam of the Associatian. 1n the

machinery of ships ﬁtted with them, and to report how far they
are preventable either by modiﬁcations 03' details or by diﬁ‘erence

in reiaiion to pathology, giving as iilustrations of his theme the

pare& with the cyiindricai boiier, To investigate the ceases of
the defects whish have occurred in these boiiers zinc? in the

of treatment, or haw far they are inherent in the systerm
Also to report generaily 0n the suitability of {he
pelling and auxiliary machinety ﬁtted in recent

pmwar

section of pathobgy, Dr. E, E” Ktein spoke upon bacteriology

haemriolugimi work bearing upon inﬂammation, necrosis and

ac“ secretions”
Dr; Howard Marsh, in his address to the
gestion of surgery, remarked 3 “ Long a mere nutter of routine,

any suggestions for improvement,

the treatment of fractures has iaieiy felt the inﬂuence of modem
advance in other departments of surgery The Réntgen pro-

anti space of any altera‘rions pKOpC-SEG‘. To repﬂrt 0n the
advantages anti disaﬁvantages 0f the Niclausge and Babcock

impassihle.” Dr. W. G. Smith made gome Suggestive remarks
upon the teaching of pharmacniogy, pointing out some of the

means at the disposal of the Committee permit, and also to
xeport whether any other description of hoiier has sufﬁcient

stitution.

vessels, and

to

offer

stating at the game

time

the.

effect.

as

regards

weight

and Wilcox boilers compared with the Believilie, a3 far as the

advantages over the Belleviile or the other {we types mentioned, as a boiler for large cruisers and battleships, to make
it advisable t0 ﬁt it in any of her Majesty’s ships for trial.

For the purpose 0f making direct experiments between ships

ﬁtted with Believilie and cylindrical boilers respectively, the
ﬂ’ym‘iniﬁ, ﬁtted with Belleville boiiers, will be placeﬁ at: the

dispasai of the Cemmittee. A cruiser of similar type ﬁtted
with cylindrical hoiﬁers will also be placed at the éisposal of
the Committee when required for the purpose of comparisen.

me,16065v0L.62}

cess secures an accuracy 0:“ diagmsis which fwmerly was often

relationships between physielogical action and chemicai con-

This {estimating subject has occupied the attenticn

of several physioiogieal chemists, and it offers nememus interest-

ing gamblems for investigation;

WE learn from the Alﬂanaeum that the 83rd Annuai Meeting
of the Swiss Natuml Science Society will be held at Théisis,
Canton Grisons, from September zatg. Three other Swiss
scientiﬁc: societiesmthe geologieai, the zoelogicai, and the
botanieaimwill hold their annual meetings at the same time and

piece” Intending guests are asked to communicate with the
president, Dr. Lorenz, at Coire, as soon as possible Prof.

Foret, of Merges, will lecture at the general meeting of the
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